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CAMPRA TRAPS

Although only limited work w5 done during this study

and little confidence was gained for the method, camera

trap photography should be mentioned as a possiblo tech

nique tn obtaining wildlife pictures. For many years, it

has been recognized that birds and mammals can be induced

to take their own photographs with cameras which have been

set to operate automtioa1ly whenever a trigger to acti-

vated. Various methods have been employed to cause animals

to trip the shutter such as the jiacement of thread across

game trails and den entrances, the use of string tied to

baits, buried electrIc treadlee, and perches which close

electrical contacts whenever birds alight.

Work of Other Photorapherg

eorge Shiras 3rd. was a pioneer in this type of pho

tography and records the success and failures of his

efforts in two large volumes, Huntiflg Wtld 14fe With

Camera And. ash1Ight (17). Although some of his pictures

taken at camera traps are outstanding, the majority by no

means equal the quality of his photographs made by other

methods. Many lack sharpness because of subject movement

or because the subject was not in the zone of sharp focus

when the exposure was made. In others, animals were pic

tured in poor or awkward poses, or the method of



photography was obvious with strings and. baits adding dis-

tracting elements to the photographs.

The amount of time Shiras devoted to camera trap work

WaS tremendous. For example, he writes (op. cit., vol. 1,

p.71), HAfter the doe had photographed herselt alone seven

times in 60 days, she brought her hair-grown fawn with her

one night. He left out cameras weeks and months at a time

and the results were often little more than record pictures

of the presence of certain species.

The work of other photographers who have used camera

traps was reviewed during this study, and. hundreds of pub-

lished photographs were examined. In most instanoes, it

seemed that the results were not worth the effort and time

involved. Gregory (7, pp.232-236) spent about three weeks

in northern Michigan using this method for small mammai

with very meager results, Again, Gregory (8, pp,285-289)

tended camera traps in New Mexico for nearly three weeks

to obtain only a few good pictures, and a camera set at a.

badger den for about a week reculted in one mediocre pic-

ture (10, pp.329-330).

Even if the camera WaS fired regularly at a camera

trap, good pictures were infrequently obtained. Nesbit

(14, .i5) sums up the general lack of success with a few

words: The accompanying picture of a squirrel on a rock

was the first one thus obtained. The twenty or more suc-

ceedthg pictures were, however, mostly failures, each
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eho.ring rapid movement of some part of the squirrel, usual

ly the head or front legs." He added that better results

were obtained when the camera trap WaS discarded, and the

camera operated by remote control.

Another shortcoming of camera trap photography is

that it is difficult to photograph specific subjects. The

camera is often tripped by unwanted species such as skunks

or opoesuine and stray dogs and. cats. 5hiras (op. cit.,

pp.7375) points out this difficulty quite well:

Just as the fisherman in some places is
troubled by a shark's taking the hook intended
for an edible fish, or the trapper by a wolver
the's pilfering his bait, so the set camera
hunter often finds his string broken by some
unwelcome visitor.

Cameras placed where cattle, sheep, and hogs
range will be sprung by these wandering animals...
I tried for a week to get pictures of the ocelot
and the jaguar, but early every night the flash
light was fired by opoesums, and it mattered not
how high the bait was hung or its variation in
kind...tnster.d of pictures of raccoons, I ob
tained the likenesses of razorback hogs... Once
in the wildest section of Newfoundland., when I
had set a camera in daytime, with a string across
a trail used by migrating cariboU in the tall, a.
French trapper walked into the snare.

Equipment failure and bad weather were factors that

often contributed to failure in camera trap photography.

In working in snow, Gregory (9, 1)46) was troubled

by snowflakes blowing into the shelter box of his camera

and by falling masses of snow hitting the trip wire and

setting off the flash. Rain drops, the condensation of

dew, and the formation of frost on the lens presented



difflcultiea in getting clear pictures and adequate expo-

cures. In sttexnpttng to get pictures of furbearers in

winter, the writer found that near freezing weather lower-

ed the efficiency of his dry cell batteries to such an

extent that synchronization of the shutter and. flashbulb

was severely imparted. Unless winterized by the removal

of all lubrication, many shutters will not operate s&tts

factorily in below freezing temperatures.

Camera Tr

During this study, work with camera traps Was limited

to flash pictures of whjt-tajled deer at night along

trails, except for an occasional attempt at photographing

furbearers. The latter attemots always resulted in failure

while the few and. partial successes with deer were not

worth the time involved, Results were so discouraging that

little enthusiasm or confidence wss acquired for the method.

Better pictures were obtained by stalking or jacklighting

from an automobile with much less effort. For what it is

worth, procedure and equipment used for deer in this study

are described below,

LOCATING THE SITE. Even where deer were plentiful,

it was a time consuming task to find good situations for

placing the camera. trails had. to be studied to determine

which ones were used with the greatest regularity and from

which directions the deer would likely come. Since the
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depth of field of the lens wos limited, the trip thread had

to be confined to a small area or out-of-focus pictures

Would xsu1t. Better pictures were obtained if the scone

containcd background vegetation to minimize the plain blaok

background which Was characteristic of photographs made

With flashbulbs. The lens and flash reflector required an

unobstructed view, but overhead foliage Was desirable to

limit formation of dew on the lens.

0IERA TECHNItrE. The speed Graphic and flashgun were

placed 10 to 20 feet from the point of focus. A tried Was

used occasionally, but the boerd. mount, docribed on page

3k, wee preferred. This mount did not present a problem

of camouflage, and less danger existed that deer would ao

cidentally run into it and knock down the camera as with a

tripod. To provide a fairly high shutter speed and small

lens aperature, fast Tn X film and a 22 flashbulb were

used.

A switch providing good. electrical contact Was found

to be essential if the flash and shutter were to be fired

in. synchronization, yet the switch should opefl itself once

pressure was relieved to prevent discharge of the batter-

ies or damage to the camera's solenoid. Micro Switch

#BZ-2L2, purchased from a radio supply house, filled both

requirements. The switch was small in size and. operated

by a spring lever. Very little pressure was required to
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close the contacts, which if closed at all Were poettive,

and the switch opened immediately when the activating

thread. Waj broken or tension withdrawn. The switch and. the

method of raount.ing it are shown in Fig. 51.

Once the camera and switch were mounted in suitable

places, a :;ieoe of size 50 black sewing thread ras placed

at.a height of 18 inches across the deer trtil t the

point of focus, One end ias anchored and. the other tied.

to the spring lever of the switch. Eyescrews (Fig. 2)

were uRed to control the direction of pull and to raie the

thread above trippin" height over s.rea e not included in the

zone of focug. A cord from the switch wss plugged into the

remote outlet or the flashgun which contained the batteries

and activated the so1enid.

The camera camouflaged slightly with foliage, but

complete camouflage ws impossible because of the necessity

of keeping the flash reflector exosed. it was necessary

to exercise great care in plactng vegetation near the lens.

The everpreeent danger existed tha.t wind or 'tltin would

cause its view to become obEtructed.

;ATHERPR0OF1NG THE CAMERA, A w.terproof box large

enough to house the speed Graphic and flashgun Would have

presented. transportation and mounting problems, This

Would have probably been the best method of protection if

cameras were to be left out for extended intervals, but

the writer, living many miles from good deer range, had
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cameras out for only one to three nights at a time and

needed. only a simple way of protecting them. At first, a

raincoat Was tied about the camera to offer some shelter,

but shortcomings were apparent. The raincoat Was bulky

and difficult to fasten about the camera so that complete

protection Was afforded. At best, it would give protection

in a driving rain only until the camera could be reached

and taken down. More important, however, was the problem

of scent. Since no pictures were ever made with a raincoat

on the camera, the conclusion was reached that deer were

spooked by human scent clinging to the coat.

Plastic food bags large enough to slip over the Speed

graphic proved to be suitable far weetherprooting. A cir-

cular hole was cut on one side f or the lens to protrude

through, and a sunshade was slipped over the lens to hold.

the plastic in place. The bottom of the bag Ws folded

and, sealed with scotch tape. The flashgun Was then

weatherproofed with Saran Wrap, a thin transparent plastic

wrapping material, which Was fastened in place with scotch

tape. When the job was completed (Fig. 53), only the lens,

which was sheltered to some extent by the sunshade, was

expo sed..

REASONS FOR FAILURE Such little success ws had

with camera traps set for deer that factors not mentioned

previously which contributed to failure should be pointed

out. Dew condensing on the lens was a problem on still



Fig. 51. The Micro Switch with a sensitive
lever which Was used at camera traps.

Fig. 52. ye screws were used to control the
direction of pull of the tripping thread.
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Fig. 53. Speed raphio weather-Proofed with
plastic, The lens was protected by a sunshade.

Fig. 51+. This picture of a white-tailed deer
was the result of nine camera nights of work.
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nights, especially when the camera was placed. in an open

area. On one occasion, heavy dew caused the tripping thread

to shrink to such an extent that the camera w fired.. The

flash reflector had. to be in full view, and since adequate

Camouflage Was thus impossible, cameras were not left up

long enough on many occasions for the deer to become aoCus-

tomed. to them. (In this respect, the early camera-trap

photographers had. the advantage over present day advocates.

$ince they used magnesium powder for a light source, a

reflector Was not necessary, and complete camouflage was

possible.) In this study, translucent plastic bags were

used to weatherproof the camera, making it even more con-

spicuous. These should have been made from black or dark

green plastic.

Perhaps the tripping thread was placed too high above

the ground for deer, According to iras (op. cit., p.30),

1k, moose, and caribou will push against, and usually

break, sri intervening thread, but a white-tailed deer in

many oases will retreat the intsnt it feels the slightest

pressure on its breas. t or fore lags. To photograph a

deer, a line muat be so near the ground. that it may be

overstepped oocast-onally, and it may be tripped. by a wan-

dering porcupine. 'I

The writer's experience during three nights of work

with three cameras on the Mount Mitchell Wildlife Manage-

rnent Area, North Carolina, seems to substantiate the
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a .ex'ttort of ra1. vere pi aed a1on: well

Ue1 txi1' 1edtn into a where &t 1eut fifty deer

rere f?d1ng every nirht. The eor did not to be

partiou1r1y disturbed b the preerce of the ciner .

They continued to ue the fte, tfl.. n the firt night,

Vt1 ifld.iViduir were ot1t:hted withio a VrY hort

dit.noe of one of the caxer, yet nonc of the crrner

irere fired. The ,cond niht Z:OCnl p1e were placed

wicer the tr:ii' and. alo the t11 leading to

the!. tt11 no .tcture were de, but the br1t w con

thirir the ni.ht. Ho: the teer rged. to et the

pieo'r of p;l frwr rund t. tea without operating

the camera reietn a iyetery. &itirg continued on

the t:trd night, one of to three cPa ftd

roduoing a rather poor .tcture of 3.eor (Fig. 51').
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THE USE Q BLINDS

There is a definite place for blinds in the photogra-

phy of birds and mamma1. Many outstanding wildlife

photographers base their techniques upon the use of blinds.

in fact, regarding blinds, Allen (2, p.115) writes,

for successful photography this procedure is essential.

So much has been written in the literature about blind pho-

tography that many of the details need not be included in

this paper. Allen (1, pp.376-395), Hosking and Newberry

(12, pp.18-20 and 32-37), Pike (15, pp.75-86), arid Yeates

(21, pp.14.7-67) devote many pages of their books to the con-

struction and uses of blinds in general bird photography.

Smith (19, pp.11-21) describes, in detail the specialized

uses of blinds in photographing shore birds. Johnson

(13, pp.238-258) discusses the use of blinds around water

holes while photographing big game in Africa. The quality

and quantity of their photographs proves without question

the value of blinds.

Horever, the time, 'expense, and labor involved in the

use of blinds was equally outstanding, particularly if

blinds were constructed in trees, on cliffs, or in remote

locations. During this study, even the use of fairly

light portable blinds on the ground required additional

time and work over other methods of photography. Engaged

in wildlife education work with the North Carolina Wildlife
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Resources Commission, with only a portion of hi time

available to photography, the writer did not have time to
make frequent use of blinds. In thI regard, remote oon

trol photography was the preferred method, and blinds were
Used only when necessary. Had a large series of pictures
at a given location been needed, such as the complete
nesting story of a certain species, a blind would have
probably been the best approach. But in general ed.uoation

al work, only a few good jhotographs at one place were

normally required. Where tndividuals could be expected to

return to nests or burrow or other predetermined spots,

remote control photography proved to be the quickest and

simplest method.

The use of blinds in open areas and with wild peoies

in conjunction with remote control photography has been

discussed previously. The use of blinds was found to be

the best procedure in photographing wintering waterfowl at

their loafing and feeding places (Fig. $5). In thin case,

the problems presented. by water and the uncertainty that

the birds would return to the point of focus made remote

control photography unfeastble. Blinds were used in

making motion pictures of all birds and animals since it

Was neGeasary for the photographer to be at the camera for

best resulta. In cinematography, flashbulbs could not be

Used to control exposures, and it was desirable to follow

activities from place to place. The advantage of a blind



Fig. 55. Ring-necked. ducks. Blinds were found useful in
photographing waterfowl at loafing and. feeding areas.



rhen the necessity to follow foou! exists is obvious,

Dadvtes of F31thd

;or of the disadvan go encountered In using blinds

should be pointed cut. They added weight and bulk to the

photographer kit and, thus, presented a transportation

problem when work rEs being done alone unless roads or

Waterways wee available. Advocate o' thc ue of biind

generally agree that cautious and tinieconsuming me

should be taken during their erection for beet results.

Blinds should be ereoed some dIstance from a nest, for ex

ample, and gradually moved closer until near enough for

pictures, or built close to the nest by degrees over a per

iod of several days. Even when telephoto lenses are used

Ofl Oarnera, the blind rnut be constructed fairly olo'.e to

the subject in order to obtain a large image on the nega

tive. This means that the photographer must remain rather

quiet and take mefsuree to conceal his presence. Allen

(op. cit., p.383) writes of the desirability of having a

confederate, hioh i' often ird to arrange in actual

racttce, to accompany him to a blind:

A confederate, who rill walk aat from the
blind when one Is settled wIthin, 13 a great
timesaver, for no matter how accustomed the bird
way be to the blind, if he sees you enter it, he
Viii wait a long time for you to come out again
before forgetting about you and pr000dr.g to

hi nest in a natural, undisturbed tashton If
aone enter a blind and one goes away,
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however, he i perfeotly satisfied, and loses
his fear as soon as the confederte has retired.
to a oroper distance.

Blthd in trees-, over' water, and on cliffs require

considerable time and expense to construct and often re-

quire the help of others to butld. ind storms can play

havoc with a blind. unless it Is built to .rithetand extreme

wind velocities. Blinds are often conspicuous and attract

curious people and liveatock to them. During this study,

cows demolished a portable blind, and it was deemed de

sirable to erect a fence around a blInd in a pasture,

Camera for Photorap from Bil

The 3uper D amflex, described previously and used in

stalking wildlife, was found wellsuited for blInd photog

raphy. Reflex focusing Idei since only the lens Was

required to project outside the blind, thus making It

possible to follow Thcus and control the field of view from

within the blind by means of the ground glass. Unforturi

ately, the diaphragr lever wa loted on the lens, nd the

hand had to be extended from the blind to change f. atop

settings. However, when ltht changes occurred when game

was close o the blInd., making it impractical to dust the

diaphragm, proper exosure compensation obtained by

varying the shutter speeds of the camera. The shutter con

trols were lc'ted on the side of the Graflex and were

operated InsIde the blind.
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In photographing waterfowl, the Grafiex Was mounted

on a tripod at a slit in the front of the blind, and the

burlap was pinned around the lens in a manner that gave

freedou of movement of the on1era. If flock pictures were

desired and the birds could he expected close-by, the norm-

al 190 mm. 1en was used. For distant flock shots and

pictures of individual birds, the 15-inch telephoto was

used. When single birds were being photographed, it was

Preferred that the image on the ground glass be at least

one inch long. This ws 1 arge enough to give reasonably

good enlargements. Smiler images were, of course, suit-

c.ble for flock pictures since the expected degree of

enlargement for individual birds was less.

Natural light Was always used in photographing water-

fowl from s blind, and consequently fast films, such as

Tn X and Super XX, were ued to permit re.pid shutter

speeds and small f stops. The use of shutter speeds. at

1/200 second or faster Ws important with waterfowl on

water, for the birds were almost constantly in motion.

The small f. stops permitted considerable depth of focus

whtch was very important when flocks. of birds were being

photographed that were scattered over a wide area. The

direQtion of the light seemed relatively unimportant, for

serii-silhouettes often made more impressive pictures than

strs.ight shots. Anywa7, unless the SUfl was low, light
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reflected, from the water's surface helped to lighten the

f,hadows.

The only disadvantage of the Graflex in blind Work wa

the noise riade br the shutter. This would somet1me flush

the birds if they were wtthtn ten or fifteen feet from the

blind. This shutter noise had little effect at greater

distances.

Portable BI

After tudying the various blthds used by other pho

toraDhers, a conbination of ideas was combined far huild

ing a portable blind that uroved to be effective, portable,

and easy to erect. The sides of the frame were made of

jinch galvanized pipe snd. the top of 5/16inch steel rods.

The side pieces were designed in two section, one being

5Lf inches. long, the other 22 inches long. These were

fatened together or taken apart by the use of s, threaded

coupling. This f..cilitated the breaking down of the blind

for en.sier transportation or the erection of a shorter

blind when the complete blind not needed. The two top

rods were 59 inches long, having the tie bent downward at

right angles tor insertion in the top of the sIde pieces.

Theee rere crossed n the center and bolted together to

provide rigidity. The frame of the blind Is shown in

rig. $6 and the metnod of bolting the tQp pieces n Fig.57.



Fig. 56. Frame of portable blind showing
j3inted side pieces and method of fitting top.
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Fig. 58. The complete portable blind in
pO3ition. It Was often partially camouflaged..

Fig. 59. Canada geese. Fast shutter speeds
were usually required to stop constant motion.
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The covering of the blind wac made of used burlap bags

urcha3ed from a eecI store. Heavyweight bag which oncø

contsined white 1over set.s were selected, as a single

thic1ries Was ac1qu.ate to conceal the photographer even

zgainst the sui a.rd wa he:vy enough not to flap in a

breeze. When tully erected, with the side piecee puehed

about ten Inches into the ground, the blInd provided a

rklng space 5 tee h.gh ad :.but 40 Inches uare,

This adequate for one or two mountcd on tripods,

a caivas folding stool, and reao.nable com:rort for the pho

to;raher. !hert rieceery, bottci of the burinp was

;ed with roe or stakes;. Th complete blInd. is shown

in Fig. 58.

Permanent B1.ind

A :rwnont b.In(i (Ftg. 6o) prod to be an ideal ar

rrger:ent in nfl area ther wnterThtil congregated for sever

al monthB erich winter. The birds had ample time to become

thoroughly accustoned to it, and it was always ready for

intruediate ue whenever pictures were needed. The blind

built at Lake Mattamueket National Waterfowl Refuge,

North CE.rolina, tn a ma1i pond in a marsh which was used

regulriy as a loafing area by Onada Geese, 'thietIing

cwans coots, end dabbling ducks.
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Fig. 6o. The permanent canvaB blind, placed
in an island o cattails, upon completion.

p.'

I
l/'/

Fig. 61. Camouflage rapidly disappeared, but
waterfowl continued to use the area.
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The weter averaged, about one foot in depth and neces-

sita ted, the construction of a platform for the blind. A

wooden framework was built atop a platform feet wide

across the front, 3 feet deep, and 4' feet high. A peaked

roof was provided by elevating the center of the framework

foot. A heavy canvas covering was then custom sewn to

slip over the framework, making a roomy and snug blind. for

winter work. The oanva was anohored by pieces of baling

wire wrapped across the top and sides. The blind Was built

about five years ago, but is still in good working condi-

tion. This blind has survived at least four hurricanes and

innumerable storms. No attempt v made to camouflage it

after the first yenr as this was found to be unnecessary.

Incidentally, the blind served as a good. public re-

lations medium. Many photographers, both professional and

amateur, have used. it through the years.

Placement of Blinds

it is obvious that blinds must be erected in areas

that are used, by wIldlife, such as at feeding and. loafing

places, along trails or water holes, and that appropriate

baits, if lacking, are useful in attracting and holding

certain speoies. Scent is unimoortent with birds, but

must be taken into consideration when mammals are being

photograhed. Johnson (op. cit., p.2M5) usually built

five separate blinds around water holes in his African



work o that one would alway be available for use regard

lees of wind direction,

A unique situation which affected bird populations at

the permanent blind described above is worth mentioning.

The blind wa placed in a pond between two segments of Lake

Mattamuskeet that are hunted during the open season on

Waterfowl, The ares in the vicinity of the pond Was closed

to hunting, and birds flocked into it for protection and

loafing. Mthough the natural food Was soon consumed, it

was not necessary to supply bait to hold the population of

birds since they moved out at night to do their feeding.

After the hunting season closed, however, waterfowl quit

using the area and the blind was no longer of value for

photography.
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TWINLEN5 REFLEX AND BA$iC CAMERA KIT

Photographers generally agree that no single camera

can accomplish all photographic tasks. Thus, it is d.esiz

able to have several cameras it a variety of work is to be

done, as is the case with fish and game agency personnel.

Cameras discussed previously were the Speed Gaphio 1+5 for

remote control, occasional stalking, and press-type photog-

raphy, nd the 2uer P Gratlex for stalking, flight, and

blind photography. In review, both of these cameras use

relatively expensive 1+ x 5 inch film and are hervy and.

bulky, particularly the Graflex. These cameras were not

designed to toss across the shoulder and be carried about

for general snapshots in marshes and woodlands. To com-

plete the photographic kit of 'the wildlife photographer,

a third camera needed, one that embodied small size,

light weight, film economy', speedy operation, and which

was capable of producing top-quality pictures when close

approach to the subject was possible.

e Ttrin-Lens Reflex

In conjunction with the SDeed Gmphio and Graflex,

the twin..iens reflex was found to be the most practical

third camera for black and white photography. Since the

twin-lens reflex is a particular type of camera, there

are many different brands of this type in all price ranges,
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such a the G-raflx 2Z, Ikflex, Rolleiflex, afld Rollei

cord. Many of the less expensive models are cpah1e of

makinç excellent hotograoio. Bsoaue of qunLtty ref1ne

ments and speed of operation, tbe Automatic Rolletlex with

an f. ,5 $chneicter lens wa selected for use during this

studr. Tho oaner roved to be outstandinç far general

field photography, which ranged froni hotogra)hing field.

borders of bcolor lepedeza nd arftl tracks to c1ose

ups of actiVe quail chicks, as well as being extremely easy

to operate. Although the discussion which follows applies

directly to the Rolleiflex, nuch of tt i appltcbie to

other siiziilar trin-1ens reflexes on the market.

DESGRi.1TI0Y, The Rolleiflex (FIg, 62), rianufactured

by the German firm of Franke and Heidecke, Is world famous

as a roll fUn camera and is a rugged, quality camera

throughout. Using popular 120 film, it makes twelve 2 X

2 inch exposures to the roll. NeCntiVP s of this size are

capable of producing good 0 x 10 inch or larger prints if

reasonable care is exercised in film proces'5-ng. The film

Is inexperi.ive to use. A complete roll costs 1 ee than

only three exposures of a x $ inch flimpack.

Although slightly larger and bulkier ti'.fl 120 folding

oarflera8 and. mm. cameras, the Bolleifiex Is small enough

to be carried in the field without difficulty. The in

creased size Is more than offset by the many advantagos of

reflex focusing and vie'irig on the ground glass. The added
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Fig. 62. Rolleiflex with Rolleipar and. Rol-
leinar lenses (left) and filter and. sunshade.

Fig. 63. Bobwhite quail chick. Rolleiflex
close-up attachments were found very valuable.
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weight gives the carner increased stability and is of con

siderrbie value an aid in holding the camera still for

handheld photography at slower shutter speeds. i1th hood.

closed, the BolleIflex is 5 5/8 nchee high, 3 7/8 Inches

wide, 3 3/4 inches deep nd weighs ounces.

The saort 75 mm. foesi length lens gives considerable

depth of field even st large aperature openings. This is

of extreme importance when pictures are made with high

shutter speeds and under poor lighting conditions. When

the lens is topped down to f. 22, the depth of field is

arnazin. With the lens focused for a distance of 20 feet,

a deer standing 10 feet from the camera would be in sharp

focus s well as its habitat in the bokground to infinity.

This de?th of field would be impossible to attain with the

lenses of longer focal length w)i ich crc used with 4 5

inc cameras. The deth of field attaIned with the Rollel

flex allows for a margin of error when pictures must be

tken so fast that Insufficiert time exIsts for critical

tocuing. A depth of field scale on the focusing knob

ficilit!ter the ue of zone fOCU5ifl. on movIng subjects or

on subjects which may extenc from the foreground to the

background such as a hicolor lespedeza field border. The

scale autaaatIOai.ly tells the prt of the pIcture which

wifl be sharp in front of an behind the point of focus at

any given f. tOp. Worked bac virds, it will denote the

pror f. stop to use to gIve the desIred depth of fIeld.
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The Rolleiflez excells in speed of operation. The

film is advanced and the shutter readied for the next ex-

posure by simply turning the film-winding crank. In this

way, the eye can always be kept on the subject, and the

taking of repeated pictures of changing action is facili-

tated. Both shutter and diaphragm settings are visible

from the top arid are controlled by the fingertips.

A number of accessories are available for the RoUst-.

flex, including tiash equipment7 filters, olose-up lenses,

and specialized gadgets. Since the Rolleiflex used

primarily for general photograohy in natural light, only

two accessories were required: a IC 2 filter for the

natural reproduction of tones in outdoor scenes, and a set

of close-up ettachnents.

FOCU$ING AND VIEWING. As the nane twin-lens reflex

implies, the Rolletfiex has two lenses. The lower one 1

the picture lens, the top one is the tewtinder. Both

lenses are coupled together, baYs equal tooal length, &n

project the same picture. Thus, the viewing lens projects

the same scene that is recorded on the film to the ground

glass in the top of the os.mera by means of a slanting

mirror. in this way, the photographer has a preview of

the picture before it is made and. knows what to expect from

the negative. If the Camera lens is out of focus, it will

be seen on the ground glass. Errors in composition are

readtly spotted and corrected. Parallax is completely
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corrected, in the system, gIving a tremendous advantage over

Optical finders which frequently Include rore or lees of

'the picture then is shown and. offer parallax problems at

close focusIng distances. This accuracy of reflex focus-

1mg and viewing gave the photographer confidence In his

Work and. enabled hth to work h speed and. sureness, wIth-

out being plagued with cut-off parts of a subjeots body,

poor focus, or objectionable compositions. The ground-

glass finder also gives a preview of the lighting effect.

If a particular subject is not easily definable because of

ehadows or light direction, the camera can be moved until

suitable conditions are observed on the ground glae.

The twIn-lens system affords faster operation of the

can'era than other types of ground-glass focusing and view-

ing. With the Speed Graphic, the shutter must be opened

and the film removed before the image on the ground glass

can be 855fl. Thus, the optical viewfinder must be used

when speed. is required. The single-lens reflex system of

the Graflex requires that the mirror be lowered and the

lens be opened up for accurate focusing after each expo-

sure. In both cameras the changing of film and the reset-

ting of the shutter are separate operations. In the

Rolleiflex, the camera lens need not be changed. after being

properly set. Accurate focusing and framing is done with

the ooupledviewing lens and pictures Oan be made rapidly
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with very little time wasted in advancing the tUrn and.

cocking the thutter with the hand crank.

The Rolleiflex wa obviously well-suited t, candid

photography of wildlife. When live-trapped deer or beaver

Were relesed on new range, for example, the camera provcd

ita worth. Little time was available for photograthy be-

fore the animals moved too far away, and every second was

important. Several pcturee were made as the animals were

being re1eeed to show the activities of personnel. Then

the anirri1s were followed as closely as pos'ib1e as they

escaped and exposures made one after the other at every

good opportunity. A number of exosures insured one to

several good pictures. A beaver (Fig. 64) was photograph

ed me.ny times with the Rolleiflex before it disappeared,

and pictures were obtained of the animal eittng, walking,

olimbtng over fallen logs, enterIng the water, and wim-

ning away. 1ewer pictures would have been obtained using

a larger, slower Operating Oamor.

Ci,OE-UI. WITH THIC ROLILIFLEX. The Rolleiflox norm-

ally focuses to about three fcet. WorkIng with small

aubjects, such as baby birds, it was necessary to bring

the canera closer in order to get an image large enough for

good enlargements. This was aocorn1isthed by the ad3itiofl

of close-up attachments. One o11eipar 2 nd two Rol1eInai

2 lenses were obtained. One Ro11.elnar attecbment on each

lens permitted focusing at dista.rices between 2 l/ to
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Fig. 6+. Live-trapped beaver, Upon its release, the
fast-operating Rolleiflex made many exposures possible.

A



Fig. 65. This nestful ot baby muskrats demonstrates the
possibilities of the Rolleiflex with closeup lenses.
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to the viewing lens corrected the parallax which occurs

at such Clote distances. Good close-uis were wade in this

manner. When the camera wag focused. at 13 inches, for

example, an 8 3/L x 8 3/4 inch field of view Was obtained.

Since the depth of fIeld was shallow In close-up photogm

phy, it was desirable to ue as small an f. stop as exist

thg light would permit, Accurate focusing was extremely

important. This Was facilitated by using the magnifying

glass which is mounted on the hood of the ground glass.

As with eandid photography, the Rolleiflex Was excel

lent for following close-up action with the addition of the

Rolleipar and Rolleinar lenses. When a family of bobwhite

quail chicks was discovered, it was not a difficult task

to single out a bird and follow its movements and the focus

through the magnifier on the ground glass. Whenever the

chick paused momentarily, an exposure was made (Fig. 63).

Such rapid close-up work would have been more difficult

with other types of cameras.

The photograph of baby muskrats in their nest (Fig.

65) is another example of using close-up attachments on

the Rolleiflex. Since the youngsters were confined to the

nest, the picture could have been taken just as well with

the Speed Graphic or the Graflex, but these larger cameras

presented a transportation problem while wading in marshes.
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asic Camera Kit

The three cameras, Speed Graphic, Graflex, and. Rollet-

flex, and their accessories as discussed in the thesis,

comprised, the basic camera kit used in this study for pho-

tographing birds and mammals. The equipment, shown collec-

tively in Fig. 66, is summarized below:

EPEED GRAPHIC

1. Speed Graphic 45, with 135 mm. Grafiex
Optar f. 4.7 lens,Graphex shutter with
built-in synchronization and speeds from
1 to 1/400 second, factory installed
Kalart rangefiMer, and solenoid mounted
on lens, board.

2. Three cell Graflite flashgun with 5 and
7 inch interchangeable reflectors.

3. Graflite extension flash unit with 5
inch reflector.

4. raohio 4 x 5 flimpack adapter.

5. Riteway 4 x 5 sheet film holders.

6. Graphic adapter for 120 roll film.

7. Series VI filter adapter and eunshade.

8. Lratten K 2 filter.

9. Graphic fibre carrying case.

10. Homemade remote control unit with 100 feet

of rubberized lamp cord and 6 volt Bad.io A

t tory.

GBJFLEX

1. Super P Graflex, 4 x 5, with 190 mm. Kodak
Ektar r. 5.6 lens in automatic diaphragm.

2. 15 inch Wollensak f. 5.6 telephoto lens.
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. Grafiex $ filmpa.ek adapter.

Li. Graflex adapter for 120 roll film.

$. erte. VII filter adazter,

6. Wratten K 2 filter.

7. Leather carrying case.

R0Li,EiIL)X

1. Automatic Roi:etflex, with 75 m. Schneider
f. 3.5 lone.

2. Two Rolleinar 2 ierieee.

3. Roileipar 2 lene.

Roj.lei eunehade.

5. Ballet medium yellow filter.

6. Leather camera caee.

Mi SCEILANEOU S

1. General leotrio PR-i expoeure meter.

2. Q,uiokeet Senior tripod.

3. Albert tripod heed for low and tree mounts.

The Speed Graphic and Rolloiflex proved to be out-

standing cameras in performing the taeks suited to them.

They were both rugged, dependable, end produced quality re-

cults if properly used. They aVe recommended without

reservation for the photography of bir&. and mammals.

The Carrie recommendation cannot be given the Grflex.

While a suitable camera for photography from blinds, and

a superior camera for flight photography, it had serious

shortcomings in the stalking of wildlife. As discussed



Fig. 66. The writers photographic equipment shown collectively. The Speed
Graphic (left) with accessoriee remote control unit, carrying oa8e, flashgun,
extension flash unit, sunshade, K 2 filter, roll film adapter, and film holders.
Rolleiflex (center) in leather field case and with supplementary lenses and.
sunshade. The Super D Graflex (right) with accessories: carrying case, roll
film adapter, filmpack adapter, K 2 filter, and 15 inch telephoto lens.
Also shown are the General Electric exposure meter, the low mount with an
Albert tripod head, and the Q,uickset tripod.
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bete, it va too bU.ikr -n hop dtf1cu1t to focus

ily rtth teihoto 1r', the shutter made to

much noie nd jr:rt the crer it :peed. The

wr1tr, having h.'.d c.'iderb'e ex'erieric with the Grafle;

believes that the eal.era I now outdatod. With the appear

ancc ot 1.rnoved. rI1i emul,jon on th market during recent

months, the lrç !. 5 nc neg'.tive, lthouh desirble,

iS not a important prviou1y. In the respects it

enis that a iing1.elens reflex camera ulng size 120 film,

such as the xakta 66, 'rth interchangeable telephoto

lonGe would make a better camera for stalking when taking

black and white pIctures. This camera would embody manI

of the advantages at the Grzflex without having its dicad

Vantages. The same oamer should also be -rellsuIted to

blind and. flIght photograuhy, except when a large negative

Is required. However, it should be stated that the xkta

not ued during this study, hut one examined care

fully an1. its posibIlIties. studied. Although using the

same sie film and being small in size, the writer does not

believe the singlelens reflex viii equal the Thst, conven

lent perforwance of the twinlenq RoFteiflex for general

outdoor photography and til1 includes the latter camera

as afl iortant part of the bsIc camera kit.

Besjde the csrftere. eui;ment listed above, the pho

tora1DhIo kit included many miccellanecUe items such as



electric1an' pliers, Cclarnp,, ptepiadders, blinds, stove

bolts, twIne, eewin thread, naIls, and a hetchet. The

Aoor 9cE pe lht was no Incl.e. th the bade equip

merit list heoue tt :r nt noceEuary for iist type of

bird nd mmi.mal hotography anJ it weight of 3' poufld

definitely linitod. 1t' ue uie the photographic CIte

ner a road or torrncr. lie OT., u.nt is now outded by

the many imoroved modols 1rhich have aupered on the marhet

diiriir; th oast t:o verc pecil ighti rtXe ckno'ledged to

be ot definIte value in rilclife photorapny, particularly

where otremely ft aotion ip. involved and when economy

is requIred in the taklnx of fiaih pioture. In this re

gard, cpeecilighte should be iven serious consideration in

assembling photographIc equipient. A. though no opportunity

Was had to U late model gpeeU.tghts, many appear to have

a combinition of high light output, short flash duration,

and TL±tht weIht. in ths future, they may even supplement

the tIe. hbuib for everyday f Ia sh photography.
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SUMNAB! AND CONOLUSIONS

1. Public supoort is necessary if wildlife programs

are to be successful, and in this respect, public education

is a tool of management. Good photographs, particularly

thoee of birds and mammals, are of great value in. attract

ing attention and making educational material more readable1

2. This thesis discusses those techniques which the

writer found useful in making Meek and white still Ic

tures Of TiId birds and mjninals and the photograph.c equip

ment employed with the purpose of recommending a. bsic

camera kit for the wIldlife photographer. In this regard,

countless pieces of photographic equipment were studied.

3. The ts. etors involved in photographIng Wildlife are

so variable that duplication of experiences is rare. It

was necessary, then, to modify procedures to fit particular

circumstances and photographic ituation, often even when

different individuals of the same species were being pho

tographed. Before photography WaS. attempted, a study Was

made of the lIfe hItory of th specIes involved to learn

what difficultIes were likely to occur and. to, perhaps,

uncover 0 stalls in the life story which might make photog

raphy of the species less diffioult.

4. Valuable Information about particular subjects

often obtained from biologists nd wildlife protectors.

These men were also helpful in locating nests and. other



places at photographic opportunities.

5. Although the photography of game species was of

primary interest, this study included as many different

non-game birds and mammals as possible. The same teoh

niques used in photographing non-game species were often

Useful tn depicting game species.

6. At best, wildlife photography was found to be ex-

tremely time-consuming, and emphasis of thts study was

placed on those methods whtch saved time and labor.

7. Field notes were made during photographic activi-

ty and roved useful in writing oapttons for the pictures

and articles about the subjects.

8, thenever a subject could be expected to return to

a particular spot, such as to nests, dens, or feeding

places, remote control photography was found to be the

quiciest and easiest approach for quality photographs.

This method required a minimum of expensive photographic

equipment, and, in most instances, one man could carry all

the equipment needed at one time, resulting in a saving in

personnel or man-hours. Remote control photography was

the preferred method during this study, and other techniques

were resorted to only when necessary.

9. The Speed Graphic Li.5 was deemed the best camera

for remote control photography and was used in this study.

The camera is described in detail. The large negative,

Lt. x 5 inches, was capable of considerable enlargement and.
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produoo. tap-quality pictures. At times, when a large

image size was not eseential, 120 roll film was used in a

standard, adapter. An accessory solenoid mounted on the

lone board equipped the Speed 0-raphic for remote control

photography.

10. The advantages and dIsadvantages of different

light sources, natural, flashbulb, and. epeedlight, were

dicuesed. ashbulbs provided a dependable and easily

portable source of light and provided sufficient intensity

for high shutter speeds and email f. stops, the combina

tion required for quality work in close-ups. $peedlight

was useful when extremely fast action and. economy wore

involved, but presented a transportation problem with the

equipment used.

11. Various ways for mounting the camera for remote

control photography were pointed out. Details for con

structing a low mount and a tree mount and an adaption for

a stepladder were given. The tree mount proved to be very

useful in many photographic situations.

12. Methods of tripping the shutter by remote control

were discussed. The use of solenoid and electricity was

found to be the best practical method, making it possible

to take a picture at the precise raornent the subject was in

a good pose or during momentary lulls of action. Details

for constructing a remote control unit with 100 feet of

cord and battery were described. Attention was called to
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the problems of synchronization when flashbulbs are used.

13. Remote control photography was found to be very

practical at bird nests.

14, To lessen chaoes of nest deertion, photography

Was not attempted at nests of altricial species until the

eggs had hatched. When possible, precoclal species iere

photographed during the l.t stages of incubation. 2a

ternal instinct t at a high level of intensity at this

time. The time of day was found to be a factor control

lthg activity at the nest.

1$, Few nests were found, in nature that did not re

quire modification for photograhy. Methods used during

this study in clearing vegetation from around nests and. in

controlling foreground.s and backgrounds were given. Care

Was taken to protect nests from hot sunlight. No nests

Were deserted as the result of vegetation changes.

16. The oossibtlity of moving nests to better photo..

graohie situations Was discussed. Although few nests were

rnoved during this study, it is a method available to fish

and game photographers.

17. The stop by step procedure for taking pictures

by simple remote control photography ws outlined. This

proved to be very practical for most songbird.s and often

sufficed for shy species.

18. The use of dummy cameras to condition wild sub..

jeots to the camera before photography proved to be a



useful technique. Work with the mourning dove and wood.

duck ws described in d.etnil. Construction of dummy cain

eras was illustrated.

19. With oartioularly wild species and when working

in open situations, it wee sometimes desirable to use

blinds in conjunction with remote control photography.

The placement of blinds at a distance from the nest did not

require the care of erection and camouflage that is often

necessary when they are placed nearby.

20. Remote control photography by chance or without

constant observation of the subject was pointed out 921

avaIlable method when the nest contained eggs and. was not

visible from a distance.

21. The variety of photographs and. rhotographlc back

grounds obtainable at nests was extended by the use of

nearby perches for adults and by the placement of fledg

lings on perches where they could be fed by the parents.

22. The use of remote control for photographing men

male at their dens was discussed. This method. wes found

particularly suitable for work with dIurnal rodents.

23, SInce birds and mammals could be expected to re

turn regularly to feeding stations, these stations were

good. places for remote control photography. Methods of

baiting In regard to the depth of focu of the lens were

outlined. Construction detail and photographic technique

were given for a window feeding shelf tht proved. very
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effective in obtaining pictures of a variety of birds.

2L. Stalking was discussed as a method of obtaining

pictures. of birds and mammals, being particularly suited

to large species. In stalking, it was found very difficult

to bring the camera close enough to record the details of

fur and feathers, but this was an excellent method of 13h0

tography t show various species in their natural habitats.

Many uncertainties that are difficult to control are in

herent in stalking work0

25. The Super D Graflex was selected for use in

stalking during this study. The camera and telephoto lens

were described in detail. While useful, the Graflex was

found to have shortcomings that limited its effectiveness.

26. Also, it was recognized that a knowledge of the

habits and range of a siecies were prerequisite to success

ful stalkiiig. The writer found it timesaving to take ad

Vantage Of situations Which existed in protected areas,

such as national parks and refuges.

27. In photographing birds, it was found that on

many occasions the fem1es would stick closely to their

nests when approached for the first visit of the day.

Careful approach with the camera ready resulted in a num

ber of pictures.

28. Jacklightlng from boat and automobile was die

cussed. as a method of photographing big game and a method

worthy of more attention. Some success by jacklighting
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w1üte-.taj1d deer from an automobile. A convertible Was

suggested as a very suitable vehicle for jacklighting and

photographing deer. The Speed Graphic Camera, which was

found to be particularly suited to flash photography, was

used,

29. The activities of hunters and dogs in bringing

game species to bay furnished photographic opportunity.

30. The Graflex, because of fast shutter speeds,

through the lens focusing, and large film size, proved to

be an outstanding camera for flight photography. The tech-

nique used in stalking for flight pictures was described.

A shutter speed of 1/1000 second was important in stopping

action, but good pictures were sometimes made at 1/200

second if certain precautions were taken. Striking cii-.

houettes were obtained by shooting against the light.

31. When captive animals were released, it was often

possible to make photographs before they escaped. The

rant-operating Roleitlex Was found to be the best Camera

a number of pictures were desired. Since many game

agencies live-trap game for stocking or marking purposes,

this presents an opportunity that should not be overlooked.

32. The use of camera. traps in wildlife photography

was discussed and the method's many shortcomings pointed

out. Lacking in personal experience, the writer reviewed

the work of other photographers and examined hundreds of

published photographs. Attempts at photographing furbeaters
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during this study resulted in failure, and very united.

sucoes was attained with deer. The conclusion Was reached

that camera-trap photography was usually not worth the

effort and time involved unless , ieture could not he ob-

tained by any other ne'.ns,

33. Techniques ued pl..cing set cameras along deer

trails were discussed. The availabilIty of an efficient

Micro Switch for firing the camera was noted, and a method

or weetherproofing the camera with plastic bgs was des-

cribed, Reasons far failure were pointed out,

3L. ilthough blinds requIred additional time and Work,

their value was recognized in botographing bIrds and man-

mal. Although riiany photogrhers. bese their technIques on

the use of blinds and obtain outstanding results, the use

of blinds was resorted to only when necessary during this

study. This disdvantges of blinds were gIven.

35. The Super I) G-raflex waS found woil-sutted to

blind photography, particularly for waterfowl. The 1 inch

telephoto lens was used for Individual birds nd distant

flocks, while the normal lens found occasional use in pho-

toraphing nearby flocks. The shortcomings of the Graflex

in stalking were not found troublesome in blind photogra-

phy, except for the loud shutter noise which sometimes

flushed birds that were close by.

6. Plans for constructing a portable blInd were

given. This blind wa found to be effective, ee..s ily
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erected, and dismantled.

37. A permanent canvas blind used In this. study 1s

described, Built of wood and heavy canvas, it has been In

use for about five years and has withstood four hurricanes

and COUfltlCSs WifldetOXxri5. Placed in an area frequented by

waterfowl during the winter hunting season, the blind

proved Valuable since it was available for immediate use

whenever pictures were needed.

38. To complete the basic photographic kit, a third

camera, the Automatic Rolleiflex, was described in detail.

Because of economy and speed of operation, this camera

proved to be outstanding for general outdoor photography

and for stalking when close approach Was possible.

39. The photographic equipment used during this study

Was summarized, and recommendations were made for the ac-

quisition of basic camera equipment for obtaining black and

white photographs. Since the Suoer D Graflex i now out

dated and because of its shortoommings in wildlife photog-

raphy, It Was suggested that the camera be eliminated from

the basic kit. The Exakta 66 or a similar single-lens

reflex with interchangeable lenses was recommended to take

the place of the Graflex.
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oientifio ais of Birds Men tiined

Bluebird, eastern, Sisli silis sialts (Linnaeus)

Cardinal, eastern, Richmondena cardinalis cardinalis

(Ltnnaeus)

Catbird, Dumeteli carolinensie (Linnaeus)

Chickadee, Carolina, us arolinenss carolinensis
(Audubon)

Coot, American, Fulica amerioan. ameripana (Gmelin)

Dove, eastern mourning, ena4. aoroUra caro1isi
(Lirinaeu s)

Duck, baldpate, Mareca erioana (Gmeiin)

mallard, Arias patyrhynchog p tyrhynho (Linnaeus)

ring-necked, Aythya coliaris (Donovan)

wood, M.x sponsa (Linnaeus)

Galinule, p, Porphrula martinica (Linnaeus)

Goose, canada, Branta car2adensi oar.ad.cnsis (Linnaeus)

Gnatcatoher, blue-gray, Po1iopji caerulea oaerulea

(Linnaeus)

Grosbesk, blue, Giuraq cerule@ caerl (L1innaeus)

Grouse, ruffed., Bonasa i.unbellu monticola (Todd)

Hawk, Coopers, Accipiter 2pJJerii (Bonaparte)

red-shouldered, But :Line.tus 1ineat (Gmelin)

Jay, Florida blue, nocitt critat cristata (Linnaeus)

Kilideer, Charadrtu ooif.eru vocife (Ltnnaeus)
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oekingbird, etern, jnus olg1øtto poliott
(Ltnnaeur)

Owi Creat-.hornocl, Bubo yirgin1anu v1rinianus (Gmelin)

(u ii, bobtt]ii.te, Cohn irg1ntanu viriniariue (Linnaeus)

Rail, clapper, Raliu ngtrostr orepitan (Gnelin)

Robin, Thrdu mgratorius achruGtaru (Batcheider)

Shrtke, loggerhead, nius ,u.ovjcitru s ludovtotariu

(Linraeu)

Swan, whistling, yjnu colur!iblanue (Ord)

ThraEher, bror, Txos10 rutui ftm (Linneus)

Tit112cue, tufted, rus bicol (Linnaus)

Whippoorwill, ea.1ern, rimul& voci'eru vociferu

(Wilton)

Wren, Carolina, yhor lud ctrn'. 1ucovioian

(Latham)

Scientific Na of iammais ientioned

ar, black, urrctoE rtcanus ca1if (Miller)

Beaver, Cietor dens (Ku11)

Chipmunk, western, Eutam1ci ep.

Doer, mulø, eoolie hem nus (Caton)

whitetailed, tle virginianue

(Bocidaert)

Elk, Roosevelt, can&densie roosevelt (Merriam)

Fox, gray, Urocyon cinereoargentes treoargefltei3

(Schreber)



Ground squirrel, 3iding, iell bldini bidinpi
(Merriam)

eer, C±teliu ]eeyi fihe
(Merriam)

goiden mantled, Qtei1 ltorli ubp,

Mzrmot, yellowbellied, Maiota r1aviventr ubBp.

u skrpt, OndrLL Lth1 E

Opo s uzn, ginian vIrJnianL (err)

Rabbit, cottontail, 8yiviL..; fior1danu mallu4. (Thomas)

Ret, cottox ii 1F1 (3ay and. Ord)

&ccon, pc imiu)

squirrel, gray, $ciurc caroiinensi oarolinen (Ciielin)

Woodchuck, onax oix (Linnaeu)




